DEPARTMENTAL NEWS

This section contains important news (such as permanent appointments, prizes awarded, etc.) as supplied by the Mathematics Departments of Universities in Ireland.

The Editor does not take any responsibility for the accuracy of the information provided.

Queen’s University Belfast

Martin Hamilton, studying Pure Mathematics, has won the Hamilton Prize at QUB.

University College Cork

There were two new lecturers appointed in the School of Applied Mathematics, Mathematics and Statistics: Dr Natalia Kopteva has come from Moscow State University and Dr Armando Martino has come from Southampton University. The following staff have left the School: Professor Yudi Pawitan has gone to the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Dr Irina Kholodna has gone to Berlin, and Dr Igor Sazonov has gone to the University of Wales in Swansea.

Ciaran O’Connaill, studying Mathematics and Philosophy, has won the Hamilton Prize at UCC.

University College Dublin

Thomas Unger was appointed to a lectureship (permanent position), Rachel Quinlan was appointed to a 3-year lectureship, and Dermot Ryan and Gerald Williams were each appointed to 1-year lectureships.